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About This Game

Description :
Enter into the universe of cardboard, the ground, grass, trees, characters, everything is cardboard !

Make and explore your continent for finding a place where you can build your town. Survive of seasons and the night attack of
goblins. Create a warrior group and assault the goblin castle !

Genre :
Build, harvest and protect your people against the goblin attacks. But later, when you have created your warrior group, you can
defend yourself by attacking their castle of these monsters in a 3D world with the only universe of cardboard with no limit of

time, you need just to survive as long as possible to solve the principal quest.

History :
Humanity decline after few years of war against the goblins. The monsters found the new technology before the human allowing

them to win the war soon. Today, with this technology, humanity has one possibility to win this conflict or dead.

- Graphics of cardboard.
- Make your continent.

- Buy your territory.
- Build your town.

- Define the job of your people.
- You have an impact on nature.

- The seasons have an impact on you.
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- The temperature change with the seasons.
- Create your warrior group.
- Attack the castle of goblins.
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Title: Carton
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Calepin Studio
Publisher:
Calepin Studio
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista, Windows Seven, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Double core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI or Nvidia 512 MB

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French
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Finally, a lacrosse video game.. Definitely not an accurate depiction of DID...this is just a demonization of mentally ill people.
ngl I was already pretty done with the game when the therapist dude was like, "You burned down a church, went missing for a
few weeks, burned down a hotel, witnessed a cruel murder, and escaped from an insane asylum." it sounds like something that
was written by a 13 year old trying to be Edgy(tm)??

Game itself is repetitive and not compelling enough to hold my attention even if I ignore the bad writing.

And if you go to close the game you get a guilt trip message that says, "LILLY WILL DIE IN MADHOUSE IF YOU LEAVE
HER. ARE YOU SURE YOU WANT IT?" like, what?? Why was that necessary???

Huge thumbs down here.. Abandonware. No updates in 4 years.. This game is hilarious when played with a friend!. 5/10
DEVS: This is a fun concept, but loads of stuff need changing here before it is in a saleable condition. 2 examples: 1) when you
press to hold a ledge with both controllers together, sometimes one of the inputs fail, leaving you plummeting o your doom in an
utterly unfair way. 2) a certain press of buttons in a certain way when reaching for a cube will trigger the game to restart, all
progress lost.. Great for the price. Exactly what it says on the box. Cheesy, gratuitous, hilariously camp. Yeah, it's buggy, the
story is hokey, the puzzles are simple, but this is a fabulous and unashamedly faggy adventure. I wish this sort of wonderful
niche stuff could get the production values it deserves.
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I gave birth to a little girl on 11/13/18. We named her Rose. In this game, I created a fetus in a test tube with some se'men, an
egg, an elixir and some water. The game named her Rose. Best life simulator ever. 10/10. Too repetitive.. OK, I'll admit to not
quite understanding this game. Rail Slave's aesthetic choices and vague narrative aren't always my thing personally, but I love
the risks the dev takes and their willingness to honestly engage with topics I want to see so much more of in games and to do so
with that rare combination of brains and heart. Whether or not I "like" it seems less important to me than the fact that it's
absolutely worth experiencing. The honesty and intimacy of the multiplayer aspect of the game took me by surprise in the best
of ways, and that alone was worth the price. Rail Slave makes unique, bold games that can't really be explained better than by
playing them for yourself.. The game i's fun to play, but it's nothing special.. If you like tsunako's drawings even a bit, this is
absolutely worth it. I feel like this was the best dlc i purchased in the entire IF\/Compa games(I own all of the neptunia and fff
games).

BUY IT FOR THE ARTBOOK.
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